AN ORDINANCE EXPROPRIATING A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN KAINGIN BUKID, BARANGAY APOLONIO SAMSON, QUEZON CITY, PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS LOT 4606-B-4, (LRC) PSD-96405, COVERED BY TRANSFER CERTIFICATE OF TITLE (TCT) NO. RT-111068 (137456), REGISTERED UNDER THE NAME OF KENG GIOK, COVERING AN AREA OF 1,562 SQUARE METERS MORE OF LESS, BEING PART OF A DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL TO CONVERT THE 24,603 SQUARE METERS AREA (12 CONTIGUOUS LOTS) IN KAINGIN BUKID, INTO A SOCIALIZED HOUSING PROJECT FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE OCCUPANT INFORMAL SETTLER FAMILIES (ISFs).

Introduced by Councilor MARIVIC CO-PILAR.

WHEREAS, an enormous fire broke out last January 1, 2015 in Kaingin Bukid, Barangay Apolonio Samson area that razed a number of houses and greatly displaced more than two thousand (2,000) indigent and informal settlers families;